
TECHNICAL ISSUE

12/10/2015

07-15 JK 2 & 4 Door

#76896-01 #76858, #76614

DATE

APPLICATION

PART NO.

1.  On some vehicles the center of the Gen 2 bumpers (on top) may come into contact with the body tub. (Fig A)
or the corners

2. On some vehicles the corners of the Atlas may be too close to the body tub.
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CORRECTIVE ACTION

EXPECTED CORRECTION TIME REQUIRES PART NOTE IN I S I S

CONTACT TECH SUPPORT
FOR FURTHER QUESTIONS:
tech@smittybilt.com (800) 776-0767

Corrected. See Corrective Action (above)
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NOTES:

SHORT TERM: Add 1 or 2 of  the shims ( each Shim is approx 3mm) that would go in between the bumper and the
frame as per needed. (Fig B) and Instruct the installer to open up the mounting holes on each side between .2" and
.25" before installation.(Fig C) There is a part number for the shim kit (76858-02) this comes with 2 shims. We
should have inventory by late next week. When inventory has been received an updated Bulletin will go out. 7/16
UPDATE -THIS IS NOW IN STOCK
LONG TERM: Trimming/opening up the backside of the bumper. This will be done on all future Gen2 bumpers
being manufactured. (As indicated by blue line in Fig D)

Trimming/opening up corners of the bumper. This will be done on all future Atlas bumpers being
manufactured.
12/10 UPDATE - (76858 & 76614) The revised versions are currently on the water and should start seeing inventory
of these in the middle of December. (DOP #s 220000628,220000773) MFG 10/22

(76896-01) -The revised version is currently on the water and should start seeing inventory of
these by the end of this month and  the beginning of December. (DOP# 220000436) MFG 8/15
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